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a b s t r a c t
Dead time effects in time-of-ﬂight secondary ion mass spectrometry are well known and can be corrected for using Poisson statistics. Laser-induced desorption, however, introduces nonlinearity in the
evaporation process resulting in highly ﬂuctuating signals that make proper dead time correction much
more challenging. Here, we propose a modiﬁed dead time correction procedure that overcomes such
obstacles using data from correlated detection events from different isotopes of a single element. Provided the signals are not affected by unresolved mass interferences, this dead time correction enables
us to obtain meaningful isotope ratios as demonstrated for atom probe tomography data of carbon from
nanodiamonds and of silicon.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Any detector is able to reliably distinguish between different
events only if they are separated from each other sufﬁciently either
in time or in space. The duration a detector needs to recover after a
counting event in order to be able to detect a second event following
shortly afterwards is described as the dead time of the detector. It
should be clariﬁed that detector in this context describes the entire
detection system typically consisting of several components such
as the actual detector, typically a photomultiplier or microchannel plate, a discriminator that accepts signals as counting events
or rejects them as electronic noise, and a time digitizer, which
converts time intervals into digital representations.
In favorable cases, statistical approaches can be used to correct
for dead time effects in order to calculate the signal intensities that
an ideal detector with no dead time would have delivered. Dead
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time correction in time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) is
complicated by the fact that signal intensities vary on very short
time scales. However, such highly ﬂuctuating signals can often be
corrected for dead time effects as described in the literature [1].
Correction is possible since each measurement usually averages
over a large number of ionization events that, except for statistical ﬂuctuations, are uniform in ionization yield. This is typically
fulﬁlled, e.g., in time-of-ﬂight secondary ion mass spectrometry
(TOF-SIMS) as long as the measurement is restricted to a homogeneous sample or sample region and neither sample properties
nor primary ion beam intensity vary signiﬁcantly during the analysis. Here, dead time correction works well and is now standard
protocol during quantitative data evaluation [2–4]. An interlaboratory study involving 21 TOF-SIMS instruments has shown that this
dead time correction is generally applicable and robust [5].
However, for some TOF-MS techniques, ionization yield is not
constant and the dead time correction described by Stephan et al.
[1] could not be applied. This is especially the case in techniques
where laser-induced desorption is used, e.g., in laser desorption
resonance ionization mass spectrometry (RIMS). As described by
Savina et al. [6], the desorption process is nonlinear in laser
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not have the potential to cause ionization of the element of interest. This is different from TOF-SIMS, where each primary ion pulse
is considered an ionization event, and N is a known quantity. For
laser-induced desorption, N is unknown and may depend on the ion
species. N is not the number of pulses in which ionization occurs;
rather, it can be best described as the number of laser pulses where
the conditions for formation of a given ion species are met. However, we can assume that N is identical for different isotopes of the
same element and that isotope effects on desorption yields can be
neglected.

pulse energy, and moderate ﬂuctuations lead to large variations
in the desorbed particle ﬂux. Desorption lasers are therefore often
operated in a very low power regime, where particles are desorbed
only occasionally, in order to avoid relatively powerful laser pulses
that would release many particles in a single shot [6]. Very low
count rates are the consequence, and measurement times have to
be increased drastically to achieve sufﬁcient counting statistics, if
high precision is required.
This is also the case in atom probe tomography (APT), which
combines ﬁeld evaporation triggered by pulsing from a focused
ultraviolet laser in a constant electric ﬁeld with TOF-MS [7,8]. Using
APT in order to measure isotope ratios in nanoparticles would be
highly desirable in particular for cosmochemical applications, e.g.,
to study the origin of meteoritic nanodiamonds [8]. However, such
data so far suffer from instrumental biases [8] among which dead
time effects seem to play a major role. Therefore, most APT applications until now focused on the elemental composition of samples,
where high accuracy is less crucial, as it was previously impossible
to get useful isotope ratios.
However, the importance of multi-hit events causing dead time
effects, also referred to as pile-up or detector saturation, for interpretation of mass spectra in APT has been recognized in the ﬁeld.
It has been identiﬁed already in 1978 that atom probe data do
not directly give the true composition of a sample and that Poisson statistics could be applied for correction [9]. In 1984, Cerezo
et al. developed a statistical correction without making any prior
assumptions as to the distribution of ions per pulse [10]. In 1988,
Menand et al. made a similar approach but made use of double
counting events [11]. More recently, methods such as a contingency table approach have been employed to study correlations
in ﬁeld evaporation and to improve quantiﬁcation of measured
compositions [12].
Here, we present a dead time correction of APT isotope data
using Poisson statistics but avoiding some of the deﬁciencies from
previous studies and apply this correction to carbon and silicon
data [8]. By using correlated counting events from isotopes of the
same element, the method presented here allows correction of APT
data from ion species that vary signiﬁcantly in their evaporation
behavior with some elements being more prone to evaporation in
multiples than others.

2.1. The number of ionization events
If we now assume that detection of both isotope species is independent, the probability of detecting a correlated event, where both
isotopes are detected in a single ionization event, is
a b
c
=
· .
N
N N

(2)

Here, c is the number of laser pulses for which both isotopes are
detected. N can therefore be calculated as
N=

a·b
.
c

(3)

For the statistical error N, one has to take into account that a
and b are not independent from c. We therefore introduce
a = a − c

b = b − c

and

(4)

as independent variables, since they are the number of counting
events for both isotopes not including the number of correlated
events given by c. Eq. (3) now becomes
N=

(a + c)(b + c)
.
c

(5)

The statistical error N now follows from the error propagation
theorem as
N =
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Using the original variables a and b, this can also be written as
2. Counting statistics
N =

In the following, we will focus on the simple case, where for one
laser pulse, only one ion per species can be detected, and different
species are separated by a sufﬁcient time gap so that they do not
interfere with each other. From Eq. (8) in Stephan et al. [1],
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Using Eq. (3), the peak integral a E from Eq. (1) can be calculated

.
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For calculation of the statistical errors, independent variables
are needed
a

E=−
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Then, the statistical error becomes
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c
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2.2. Peak integrals

Here, a E and b E describe the corrected peak integrals or true
intensities for two isotopes of an element E, whereas a and b represent the measured intensities for these isotopes, and N is the number
of ionization events. It should be clariﬁed here that, in general, the
number of ionization events is smaller than the number of pulses
from the desorption laser, if we assume that many laser pulses do
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Using the original variables a and b, this can also be written as
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which can be further simpliﬁed to
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2.3. Isotope ratios
In practical cases, we want to calculate isotope ratios from the
measured peak integrals
aE
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Using the original variables a and b, this can also be written as
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which can be further simpliﬁed to
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3. Experimental results and discussion
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the dead time correction
according to Eqs. (13) and (16) for APT data, we applied the correction to carbon data obtained from synthetic nanodiamonds and to
silicon data from silicon microtips [8]. In that study, 12 C/13 C ratios
as well as 28 Si/29 Si and 28 Si/30 Si ratios that are apparently lower
than expected were measured [8]. This was in part attributed to
dead time effects, which leads to an undercount of the major isotopes 12 C and 28 Si compared to the less abundant isotopes 13 C, 29 Si,
and 30 Si [8]. In addition to undercounting major isotopes, unresolved interference from hydride ions 12 CH+ , 28 SiH+ , and 29 SiH+
could lead to overestimated 13 C+ , 29 Si+ , and 30 Si+ signals. However,
besides singly charged ions, carbon and silicon both also form doubly charged ions in APT. Since hydrides are not expected to form
doubly charged ions and no major interferences are expected at
the respective mass-to-charge-state ratios, using doubly charged
ions can be advantageous for measuring carbon and silicon isotope
ratios.
As mentioned above, we assumed for our dead time correction
the simple case, where for one laser pulse, only one ion per species
can be detected, and different species are separated by a sufﬁcient
time gap so that they do not interfere with each other. Modern APT
instruments, however, allow for the detection of more than one
ion with a given mass-to-charge-state ratio generated in a single
laser pulse, though with a decreased detection efﬁciency for consecutive ions of the same species. In other words, the detector is
not dead after being hit by an ion but has a decreased sensitivity
for a certain amount of time. Since this reduced sensitivity is difﬁcult to account for quantitatively, we counted multiple detections
of one ion species only as single events. This required evaluation of
single shot data and not just of spectra accumulated from a large
number of laser pulses. Although disregarding ion detections might
look like throwing away useful data, for the calculation of isotope
ratios, we currently cannot make use of any additional information they might carry. Their detection can, however, still deliver

(16)

.

valuable information about the three-dimensional distribution of
the isotopes, since APT not only provides mass-to-charge ratios but
also spatial information [7].
In some cases, data evaluation suffers from long tails of the
respective mass peaks that even affects peaks at the following nominal mass. Sample preparation, material properties such as thermal
conductivity, analytical conditions (laser energy and focus, pulse
rate, and specimen temperature) can be optimized to minimize the
formation of peak tails. For proper dead time correction, it is important to have a mass resolution sufﬁcient to completely separate
neighboring mass-to-charge-state ratios. While it is often sufﬁcient
to separate mass peaks by ﬁtting them to some idealized shape,
such peak deconvolution cannot be executed here since it could not
be applied to single shot data. In cases where hydride interference
cannot be excluded, the formation of doubly charged ions becomes
very important for isotope measurements. Instrument parameters
such as laser pulse energy and electric ﬁelds can be optimized in
order to facilitate the formation of doubly charged ions [8,13].
3.1. Carbon
Synthetic detonation nanodiamonds (DNDs) and ultrananocrystalline diamonds (UNCDs) have been used as standards in an APT
study of nanodiamonds from the Allende meteorite [8]. These synthetic standards are expected to have a 12 C/13 C ratio close to the
terrestrial value of 89 and should be suited to evaluate the dead
time correction described above.
From the previous study [8], ﬁve measurements showed sufﬁcient mass resolution, short peak tails, as well as sufﬁcient counts
of doubly charged ions to allow for dead time correction of both
singly and doubly charged carbon ion counts. Dead time corrected
and uncorrected carbon isotope ratios for these measurements are
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, Table 1 shows the number of laser
pulses as well as the number of ionization events calculated from
the data. As expected, the number of ionization events is smaller
than the number of laser pulses: fewer than 0.35% of the laser pulses
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Table 1
Carbon isotopes measured by APT in synthetic nanodiamonds as singly and doubly charged ions.a
Sample

UNCD 113215

DND 17620

DND 17626

DND 17969

UNCD 20026

Number of laser pulses
N(12 C+ /13 C+ )
12 + 13 +
C / C (raw data)
12 + 13 +
C / C (corrected)
N(12 C++ /13 C++ )
12 ++ 13 ++
C / C (raw data)
12 ++ 13 ++
C / C (corrected)

2.44 × 108
(9.0 ± 0.8) × 104
10.3 ± 0.4
10.8 ± 0.4
(1.4 ± 0.2) × 104
71 ± 8
92 ± 12

4.93 × 108
(1.7 ± 3.8) × 106
33 ± 3
33 ± 3
(1.7 ± 0.2) × 104
67 ± 8
83 ± 11

3.65 × 109
(8.8 ± 4.1) × 105
53 ± 4
54 ± 4
(2.8 ± 0.5) × 104
66 ± 8
77 ± 11

8.71 × 108
(1.1 ± 0.5) × 105
34 ± 3
35 ± 4
(1.4 ± 0.2) × 104
61 ± 9
75 ± 11

1.25 × 109
(1.9 ± 0.4) × 106
81 ± 5
84 ± 5
(1.8 ± 0.1) × 105
57 ± 4
75 ± 7

a
The number of ionization events N calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (7) is given for singly and doubly charged ions. The number of laser pulses is included for
comparison. Ion ratios are calculated from raw data with no dead time correction and after dead time correction. Errors are 1 statistical errors.

were above the ionization threshold for singly charged carbon ions,
and fewer than 0.015% of the pulses were above the ionization
threshold for doubly charged carbon ions. This is certainly in part
due to the fact that the nanodiamonds were dispersed heterogeneously in the samples, but also reﬂects the high evaporation ﬁeld
requirements for carbon and instabilities of the ﬁeld evaporation
process that is thermally activated with the laser heating the sample surface to near the evaporation threshold [14,15].
Uncorrected peak ratios given in Table 1 in some cases differ
signiﬁcantly from values given by Heck et al. [8]. This is due to reevaluation of the data using tighter peak interval deﬁnitions than in
the previous study, trying to exclude some of the long peak tails that
would make dead time correction impossible. However, variations
in such interval deﬁnitions could not bring uncorrected peak ratios
into agreement with expected isotope ratios.
After dead time correction, however, isotope ratios calculated
from doubly charged ions are all within 2 of the expected terrestrial ratio, whereas singly charged carbon ions yield 12 C/13 C ratios
that are too low. This is probably due to interference from 12 C1 H+ ,
which cannot be resolved from 13 C+ . Hydride abundances seem
to show huge variations between measurements leading to highly
variable ratios of peaks measured at 12 and 13 u.
3.2. Silicon

ı
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Table 2 shows the number of laser pulses as well as the number
of ionization events calculated from the data. As expected and similar to carbon, the number of ionization events is smaller than the
number of laser pulses, demonstrating that in this case, fewer than

δ( Si / Si ) [‰]

12

++ 13

C / C

++

Since some of the experiments described above were performed
on nanodiamonds applied on silicon microtips (SMTs), we used data

from these experiments to calculate silicon isotope ratios [8]. As
for carbon, we expected isotope ratios for both singly and doubly charged silicon ions to be consistent with terrestrial values
(28 Si/29 Si = 19.7, 28 Si/30 Si = 29.9, and 29 Si/30 Si = 1.52).
As for carbon, the measurements of silicon isotopes could suffer from unresolvable mass interferences. For 29 Si+ and 30 Si+ , we
expect interferences from 28 Si1 H+ and 29 Si1 H+ , respectively. Since
doubly charged ions appear at half nominal mass, one has to
consider interferences for silicon isotopes with even mass numbers. Possible interferences for 28 Si++ at mass 14 u are 12 C1 H2 +
and 14 N+ , while 12 C1 H3 + and 14 N1 H+ could interfere with 30 Si++
at mass 15 u. However, since measurements were performed on
silicon microtips, trace abundances of hydrocarbons and nitrogen
should be less crucial, and we only expect major interferences from
hydrides that should only affect singly charged silicon ions.
Fig. 2 shows the deviation of the uncorrected and dead time
corrected doubly charged silicon ion ratios 29 Si++ /28 Si++ and
30 Si++ /28 Si++ from reference isotope ratios in per mill using the ı
notation:
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Fig. 1. Carbon isotope ratios calculated from measurements of singly and doubly
charged carbon ions from synthetic nanodiamonds. Open symbols represent data
from accumulated spectra not corrected for dead time effects. Data shown as solid
symbols are dead time corrected. Error bars are 1 statistical errors. Solid lines
represent the expected 12 C/13 C ratio of 89.
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Fig. 2. Silicon isotope ratios calculated from measurements of doubly charged silicon ions from silicon microtips given in ı notation relative to expected terrestrial
isotope ratios (solid lines). Open symbols represent data from accumulated spectra not corrected for dead time effects. Data shown as solid symbols are dead time
corrected. Error bars are 1 statistical errors.
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Table 2
Silicon isotopes measured by APT in microtips as singly and doubly charged ions.a
Sample

SMT 113215

SMT 17134

SMT 17149

SMT 17153

Number of laser pulses
N(28 Si+ /29 Si+ )
28 + 29 +
Si / Si (raw data)
28 + 29 +
Si / Si (corrected)
N(28 Si+ /30 Si+ )
28 + 30 +
Si / Si (raw data)
28 + 30 +
Si / Si (corrected)
N(29 Si+ /30 Si+ )
29 + 30 +
Si / Si (raw data)
29 + 30 +
Si / Si (corrected)
N(28 Si++ /29 Si++ )
28 ++ 29 ++
Si / Si (raw data)
28 ++ 29 ++
Si / Si (corrected)
N(28 Si++ /30 Si++ )
28 ++ 30 ++
Si / Si (raw data)
28 ++ 30 ++
Si / Si (corrected)
N(29 Si++ /30 Si++ )
29 ++ 30 ++
Si / Si (raw data)
29 ++ 30 ++
Si / Si (corrected)

2.44 × 108
(1.2 ± 0.2) × 107
16.3 ± 0.3
16.3 ± 0.3
(1.0 ± 0.2) × 107
27.8 ± 0.5
27.9 ± 0.6
(7 ± 6) × 106
1.71 ± 0.04
1.71 ± 0.04
(3.3 ± 0.1) × 106
19.0 ± 0.2
19.8 ± 0.2
(3.5 ± 0.1) × 106
28.7 ± 0.3
29.8 ± 0.3
(3.6 ± 0.6) × 106
1.51 ± 0.02
1.51 ± 0.02

7.13 × 108
(1.4 ± 0.2) × 107
4.78 ± 0.06
4.79 ± 0.06
(1.6 ± 1.2) × 107
22.9 ± 0.5
23.0 ± 0.5
–
4.8 ± 0.1
–
(1.40 ± 0.03) × 107
18.68 ± 0.08
19.91 ± 0.09
(1.60 ± 0.06) × 107
28.5 ± 0.1
30.1 ± 0.2
(1.16 ± 0.09) × 107
1.523 ± 0.009
1.53 ± 0.01

3.34 × 108
(1.3 ± 0.2) × 108
19.0 ± 0.1
19.0 ± 0.1
(1.03 ± 0.09) × 108
30.1 ± 0.2
30.2 ± 0.2
(1.2 ± 0.5) × 108
1.59 ± 0.01
1.59 ± 0.01
(6.8 ± 0.4) × 106
19.1 ± 0.2
19.4 ± 0.2
(8.6 ± 0.7) × 106
29.8 ± 0.4
30.1 ± 0.4
(5 ± 1) × 106
1.56 ± 0.03
1.56 ± 0.03

1.74 × 108
(1.9 ± 1.1) × 106
4.6 ± 0.2
4.6 ± 0.2
(1.0 ± 1.1) × 106
19.2 ± 1.3
19.3 ± 1.3
–
4.2 ± 0.3
–
(2.40 ± 0.05) × 106
18.2 ± 0.1
19.7 ± 0.2
(3.06 ± 0.09) × 106
29.0 ± 0.3
30.8 ± 0.3
(1.7 ± 0.1) × 106
1.59 ± 0.02
1.60 ± 0.02

a
The number of ionization events N calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (7) is given for singly and doubly charged ion pairs (28 Si/29 Si, 28 Si/30 Si, and 29 Si/30 Si). The number
of laser pulses is included for comparison. Ion ratios are calculated from raw data with no dead time correction and after dead time correction. Errors are 1 statistical errors.
Expected values for corrected isotope ratios are terrestrial values (28 Si/29 Si = 19.7, 28 Si/30 Si = 29.9, and 29 Si/30 Si = 1.52).

40% of the laser pulses could generate singly charged silicon ions,
and fewer than 3% of the pulses were above the ionization threshold for doubly charged silicon ions. However, these numbers vary
a lot among different runs as they depend on the sample properties and analytical conditions. In some cases, formation of doubly
charged ions is even favored compared to formation of singly
charged ions.
With three stable isotopes, silicon, in principle, enables evaluating three different isotope pairs. However, isotopic abundances of
29 Si and 30 Si are both below 5%, and correlated counting events
for these isotopes are quite rare. In two cases (SMT 17134 and
SMT 17153), there were no correlated counting events measured
for 29 Si+ and 30 Si+ at all. In such cases, dead time correction
cannot be applied. However, numbers of ionization events N for
singly charged ion pairs N(28 Si+ /29 Si+ ), N(28 Si+ /30 Si+ ), and also for
N(29 Si+ /30 Si+ ), when it could be determined, agree reasonably well
within statistical errors. The same is true for doubly charged ion
pairs N(28 Si++ /29 Si++ ), N(28 Si++ /30 Si++ ), and N(29 Si++ /30 Si++ ). However, some discrepancies were observed, which might be due to
some mass interferences that could have different evaporation
thresholds in APT. In general, these discrepancies seem to be larger
for singly charged ion pairs than for doubly charged ion pairs.
Corrected isotope ratios for the singly charged silicon ions
(Table 2) clearly indicate that dead time effects are not the major
reason for deviations of the isotope ratios from expected values. As
in the case of carbon, we attribute this mainly to interferences from
hydrides, which again show high variability. Doubly charged silicon ions after dead time correction, however, yield isotope ratios
that are all within 2 of the expected terrestrial ratios, except for
one outlier, which is still within 3.

if the respective mass peaks do not suffer from unresolved interferences. Due to the limited mass resolving power of current APT
instruments and the possibility of unresolved interfering hydride
peaks, using doubly charged ion signals can be advantageous to
obtain accurate isotope ratios. Performing such measurements at
laser pulse energies and ﬁeld evaporation voltages that facilitate
the formation of doubly charged ions can therefore be desirable.
The correction presented here unlocks the full potential of APT
regarding isotope analysis in small volumes or nanoparticles. This
work has tremendous potential for isotope studies at a previously
unreachable spatial dimension—the atomic scale.
Future investigations will show if the dead time correction laid
out in this study could also be applied to other laser-induced
desorption TOF-MS techniques like, e.g., laser desorption RIMS.
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